TITLE 8. CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS

Sections 3207 and 3212 of the General Industry Safety Orders

Fall Protection for Work Around Skylights

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board (Board) proposes to adopt, amend or repeal the foregoing provisions of Title 8 of the California Code of Regulations in the manner described in the Informative Digest, below.

PUBLIC HEARING

The Board will hold a public hearing starting at 10:00 a.m. on September 17, 2015 in the Auditorium of the Harris State Building on 1515 Clay Street, Oakland, CA 94612. At this public hearing, any person may present statements or arguments orally or in writing relevant to the proposed action described in the Informative Digest.

WRITTEN COMMENT PERIOD

Any interested person may present statements or arguments orally or in writing at the hearing on the proposed changes under consideration. The written comment period commences on July 31, 2015 and closes at 5:00 p.m. on September 17, 2015. Comments received after that deadline will not be considered by the Board unless the Board announces an extension of time in which to submit written comments. Written comments are to be submitted as follows:

By mail to Sarah Money, Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board, 2520 Venture Oaks Way, Suite 350, Sacramento, CA 95833; or

By fax at (916) 274-5743; or

By e-mail sent to oshsb@dir.ca.gov.

AUTHORITY AND REFERENCE

Labor Code Section 142.3 establishes the Board as the only agency in the State authorized to adopt occupational safety and health standards. In addition, Labor Code Section 142.3 requires the adoption of occupational and health standards that are at least as effective as federal occupational safety and health standards.
INFORMATIVE DIGEST OF PROPOSED ACTION/
POLICY STATEMENT OVERVIEW

The California Solar Industries Association petitioned the Board, Petition File No. 531, on October 15, 2012, to address their concerns regarding the fall protection requirements in Section 3212. Employers who must protect workers exposed to falls through skylights on roofs face obstacles in providing fall protection which include weight limitations, landlord prohibitions on piercing roofs, costs, and feasibility issues. Additionally, seemingly contradictory and confusing language exists in the current regulations for fall protection around skylights. For example, although Section 3212 prohibits the breakage of glass from the deflection of a screen installed above a skylight, the standard is unclear about whether it would allow glass breakage if the screen were placed beneath the skylight. In other situations, employees may wear personal fall protection equipment to arrest a fall, but there are no prohibitions from breaking the skylight glass when a worker falls through the skylight. Finally, another option for fall protection allows a cover to be placed over the skylight as long as it meets certain strength and labelling requirements. However, current requirements do not clearly address whether skylights that are as strong as covers can serve as fall protection in accordance with the standard.

The proposed amendments add needed flexibility for fall protection around skylights, which are not directly addressed by federal regulations. For instance, whereas federal and state regulations currently regulate skylight screens above the skylight, the current proposal provides requirements for their use below the skylight. Nets used for fall protection are regulated by federal OSHA, but not in the manner they are proposed to be used in this rulemaking effort. Finally, skylights that meet the strength requirements of a cover are currently allowed under federal regulations, and are proposed to be allowed by state regulations under certain circumstances.

This proposed rulemaking action is not inconsistent or incompatible with existing state regulations. This proposal is part of a system of occupational safety and health regulations. The consistency and compatibility of that system’s component regulations is provided by such things as: (1) the requirement of the federal government and the Labor Code to the effect that the State regulations be at least as effective as their federal counterparts, and (2) the requirement that all state occupational safety and health rulemaking be channeled through a single entity (the Standards Board).

**Anticipated Benefits**

The anticipated benefits of the proposal are increased employer compliance with fall protection requirements around skylights due to clarification of the regulation and expansion of the options available to employers for providing fall protection measures to employees. Additionally, options for installing screens underneath skylights or skylights that meet the strength requirements of covers are passive safety protections which will protect employees without any further action once they are installed. The increase in compliance and growing prevalence of passive protections are expected to result in fewer serious injuries and deaths of workers who have fallen through skylights.
The specific changes are as follows:

**Section 3207. Definitions.**

Section 3207 contains definitions for certain terms used in the General Industry Safety Orders (GISO). Although the term “competent person” appears in the GISO regulations, it is not defined in the GISO definitions. The proposed amendment will add the definition of the term as used in the Construction Safety Orders to the GISO definitions. The change will clarify that a “competent person” has the same meaning in both the Construction and General Industry Safety Orders, and ensure that general industry employers assign employees with the level of knowledge and expertise required to perform the work safely.

**Section 3212. Floor Openings, Floor Holes and Roofs.**

Section 3212 provides protection against falling through openings in the roof or floor. It requires guardrails or covers over all openings, and toe boards if persons may pass below. Subsection (b) requires that covers used to prevent falls through openings “be capable of safely supporting the greater of 400 pounds or twice the weight of the employees, equipment and materials that may be imposed on any one square foot area of the cover at any time.” Additionally, the covers must be secured against accidental removal or displacement, and labeled with letters not less than one inch high, which state: “Opening—Do Not Remove.” The section also specifies guarding and fall protection requirements for employees working within 6 feet of the edge of a roof or a skylight. The rest of the section addresses work on structures with glazed surfaces such as vaults or canopies.

Subsection (e)(1) addresses skylight screens installed above skylight fixtures. To clarify that the subsection applies only to screens installed above the skylight, the phrase “installed above the skylight” is proposed to be added in the first sentence after the words “Skylight screens”. The clarifying language differentiates the requirements for screens above the skylight from the requirements for screens below the skylight.

Subsection (e)(2) currently includes requirements for using guardrails to prevent falls through skylights. Current subsection (e)(2) is proposed to be re-designated subsection (e)(3). Subsection (e)(2) is proposed to be replaced with language to address skylight screens installed below the skylight fixture. Because many buildings have screens installed below skylights (sometimes referred to as “burglar bars”), the proposed language is intended to provide specifications for when such screens can be used as fall protection. Screens installed at the same level as the walking/working surface must meet the strength requirements of Section 3212(b), similar to screens installed above the skylight. However, when the screens are installed below the walking/working surface, the strength requirements of subsection (b) must be increased to account for the increased fall distance. Similar to the requirements for designing floor and roof opening covers, as well as other elements of fall protection, a qualified person is required to determine the amount of increased strength necessary. Based upon discussion with stakeholders, only screens installed within 2 feet of the walking/working surface are eligible to be relied upon for fall protection under the proposed amendments. The advisory committee concluded that most screens currently installed below the skylight assembly were well within the 2-feet distance.
limit. Additionally, a screen installed below a skylight cannot be used for fall protection if the shattered glazing will pose an impalement hazard to an employee lying on top of the screen.

Skylight glazing made of tempered, laminated, plastic, or similar materials will not be considered to pose an impalement hazard, as such glazing is specifically designed not to expose a fallen worker to piercing injuries from shards. Finally, the grillwork of the screen below the skylight must be less than 12 inches by 12 inches so that the opening is not considered a “floor opening” as defined in Title 8, Section 3207. Based upon blueprints of “burglar bar” designs discussed in the advisory committee, the committee determined that grillwork spacing varied from 6- to 12-inches on a side. The advisory committee intended to include all currently installed “burglar bar” installations, meeting the stipulated strength requirements, to be used as protection.

The proposed changes to subsection (e)(2) will provide increased flexibility to employers in providing protection to employees exposed to falls through skylights. Additionally, allowing the use of burglar bars to serve as fall protection will encourage building owners to install them, passively protecting anyone who may perform work on the roof in the future. The burglar bars will protect employees, even if the employee is unaware of their presence.

Subsection (e)(3) currently addresses the use of personal fall protection for preventing falls through skylights. The subsection is proposed to be re-designated subsection (e)(4).

Current subsection (e)(4) requires that covers placed over skylights meet the requirements of Section 3212(b). The subsection is proposed to be re-designated as subsection (e)(5) and revised to address requirements for the skylight to serve as its own cover. The proposed language clearly indicates that skylights themselves can serve as covers if the employer can obtain documentation from the skylight’s manufacturer that the skylight will meet the strength requirements of subsection (b) for the dates that work will be performed in the vicinity of the skylight. Such documentation must be made available upon request.

The proposed changes to subsection (e)(4) will provide increased flexibility to employers in providing protection to employees exposed to falls through skylights. Additionally, allowing skylights, which have been specifically engineered to maintain their strength capacities over a long period of environmental exposure, to serve as their own cover will provide incentive to manufacturers to produce and building owners to install such skylights. The presence of such skylights will protect an employee from falling through the skylight, even if the employee is unaware of the skylight’s inherent design characteristics.

The present subsection (e)(5) describes the conditions for using a fall protection plan in lieu of the other available options of fall protection. The subsection is proposed to be re-designated subsection (e)(7) with the following change: Instead of referring to the “fall protection methods as contained in subsections (e)(1- 4),” the subsection will state “fall protection methods as contained in subsections (e)(1- 6).” The effect of the change will be to include the expanded options for fall protection in the subsection’s requirements.

A new subsection (e)(6) is proposed to address the use of skylight nets. The proposed subsection will require that the nets meet certain manufacturing and materials requirements based upon the
ANSI/ASSE A10.11-2010, “Safety Requirements for Personnel and Debris Nets—American National Standard for Construction and Demolition Operations.” The nets are intended to be placed over the top of skylights and will be limited to no more than 12 feet by 12 feet in size. Concerns over the amount of slack in the netting used to catch a fallen worker led to the 12 feet by 12 feet limit. The advisory committee did not want to allow the employee to fall an excessive distance within the net, which could introduce difficulty in retrieving the worker from the net, or increase the likelihood of the worker striking a lower level. Because one of the stakeholders present at the advisory committee meetings manufactured a 12 feet by 12 feet net, the committee decided to allow those dimensions as a maximum size. In accordance with section 11.1, “Inspection” of the ANSI/ASSE A10.11-2010 standard, the skylight nets must be inspected weekly by a competent person using inspection procedures provided by the manufacturer. A daily visual inspection will be required by an authorized person who has been trained on the manufacturer’s inspection procedures before the nets are relied upon for fall protection. The requirement for a daily visual inspection is based upon the recommendation in section 6.1, “Inspection” of ANSI/ASSE Z359.1-2007, “Safety Requirements for Personal Fall Arrest Systems, Subsystems and Components” for a user to inspect fall protection equipment before each use. The word “authorized” is used to describe an employee who has been “selected by the employer for that purpose,” as defined in Section 3207, “Definitions.” Additionally, as developed by the advisory committee, the proposed amendment will outline specific training requirements; guidelines for the care, maintenance, and storage of the nets; and criteria which mandate the removal of the nets from service. The nets will not be allowed to remain on a skylight for longer than the duration of a job, or one year, whichever is less. Members of the advisory committee agreed that nets should not be left in place on a skylight for an extended period of time, where the net could be abandoned and not properly inspected or maintained. In an effort to balance the need for employers to leave the nets in place for the duration of a job, thus, avoiding unnecessary exposure of employees to falls while installing or removing the nets, the advisory committee agreed upon the 1-year maximum time limit. Finally, employers using the nets will be required to ensure that there is sufficient clearance below the skylight opening to prevent a user’s contact with a surface or structure below the skylight.

The addition of subsection (e)(6) will provide increased flexibility to employers in providing protection to employees exposed to falls through skylights. Furthermore, allowing the use of skylight nets in California will increase employer compliance with fall protection regulations because the nets are able to be utilized in situations where other forms of fall protection are not.

Existing subsection (e) contains an exception to the requirements of subsections (e)(1) through (e)(4) for tasks of short duration or limited exposure. Employees performing a task that takes less time than installing the safety protections of subsection (e) do not need to comply with subsection (e) “provided that adequate risk control is recognized and maintained.” The exception will be revised to clarify that the exception applies specifically to subsection (e) by adding “to subsection (e)” after the word “Exception.” Additionally, instead of referring to “the safety devices required in subsections (e)(1) through (e)(4),” the exception will state “the safety devices required in subsections (e)(1) through (e)(6)” to include the newly proposed safety measures.
Other non-substantive or editorial changes have been made as well, which are indicated in the proposed language by strike-out and underline formatting.

The proposed amendments are necessary to clarify existing safety measures and provide additional options to employers seeking to protect employees from falls through skylights on roofs. The amendments are necessary to increase compliance and provide a safer work environment for employees.

DISCLOSURES REGARDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

Mandate on Local Agencies and School Districts: None.

Cost or Savings to State Agencies: None.

Cost to Any Local Government or School District Which Must be Reimbursed in Accordance with Government Code Sections 17500 through 17630: None.

Other Nondiscretionary Cost or Savings Imposed on Local Agencies: None.

Cost or Savings in Federal Funding to the State: None.

Cost Impacts on a Representative Private Person or Business:

The Board is not aware of any cost impacts that a representative private person or business would necessarily incur in reasonable compliance with the proposed action.

Statewide Adverse Economic Impact Directly Affecting Businesses and Individuals, Including the Ability of California Businesses to Compete:

The Board has made an initial determination that this proposal will not result in a significant, statewide adverse economic impact directly affecting businesses/individuals, including the ability of California businesses to compete with businesses in other states.

Currently, employers have five options for protecting employees working within 6 feet of a skylight or skylight opening. The proposal will add two additional options, making in total seven options available to protect employees. The regulated public has the option of choosing any of the current five options or one of the new options. Since the option of maintaining the status quo exists, no discernable economic impact is anticipated, and nothing in the proposal is expected to create or eliminate jobs connected directly or indirectly with employers whose employees work in proximity to skylights or skylight openings. Furthermore, employers complying with the standard, as written, are required to purchase and maintain fall protection equipment, or materials to fabricate covers, screens, or guardrails as needed. The cost to purchase a skylight net ranges from $200-$400, which, according to participants in the advisory committee meetings, is comparable to the costs to have covers or screens designed to fit around
the openings. Installing skylight screens or “burglar bars” under skylights was also determined by the advisory committee to be less expensive and less burdensome than providing guardrails, screens or covers, with the added benefit of protecting the facility against unauthorized building entry and theft.

**Significant Affect on Housing Costs:** None.

**DETERMINATION OF MANDATE**

The Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board has determined that the proposed standards do not impose a local mandate. There are no costs to any local government or school district which must be reimbursed in accordance with Government Code Sections 17500 through 17630.

**SMALL BUSINESS DETERMINATION**

The Board has determined that the proposed amendments may affect small businesses; however, no economic impact is anticipated. The proposal gives the regulated public additional options for protecting workers from falls through skylights or skylight openings. However, small business owners are not required to utilize any of the new options for providing protection, though the Board believes that some of the new options may be less expensive and potentially easier to implement than some of the current options. Because the option of maintaining the status quo exists, no economic impact is anticipated. Furthermore, employers complying with the standard, as written, are required to purchase and maintain fall protection equipment, or materials to fabricate covers, screens, or guardrails as needed. The cost to purchase a skylight net ranges from $200-$400, which, according to participants in the advisory committee meetings, is comparable to the costs to have guardrails, covers or screens fabricated to fit around the openings. Installing skylight screens or “burglar bars” under skylights was also determined by the advisory committee to be less expensive and less burdensome than providing other protections, and has the added benefit of protecting the facility against unauthorized building entry and theft.

**RESULTS OF THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT/ANALYSIS**

The proposed regulation will not have any effect on the creation or elimination of California jobs or the creation of new businesses or the elimination of existing California businesses or affect the expansion of existing California businesses. Currently, employers have five options for protecting employees working within 6 feet of a skylight or skylight opening. The proposal will add two additional options, making in total seven options available to protect employees. The regulated public has the option of choosing any of the current five options or one of the new options. Since the option of maintaining the status quo exists, no discernable economic impact is anticipated, and nothing in the proposal; therefore, is expected to create or eliminate jobs connected directly or indirectly with employers whose employees work in proximity to skylights or skylight openings. Furthermore, employers complying with the standard, as written, are required to purchase and maintain fall protection equipment, or materials to fabricate covers, screens, or guardrails as needed. The cost to purchase a skylight net ranges from $200-$400, which, according to participants in the advisory committee meetings, is comparable to the costs
to have covers or screens designed to fit around the openings. Installing skylight screens or “burglar bars” under skylights was also determined by the advisory committee to be less expensive and less burdensome than providing guardrails, screens or covers, with the added benefit of protecting the facility against unauthorized building entry and theft.

**BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION**

The proposal promotes worker safety by giving employers increased flexibility for guarding against falls through skylights and skylight openings. Some options are more feasible or more cost effective in certain situations than currently available options for fall protection, making an employer more likely to comply with the regulation. Additionally, installing a skylight that meets the strength requirements of a cover without the need for additional protection, or installing a screen underneath the skylight, are passive forms of employee fall protection that can protect employees from falls even if they are unaware of the presence of the safety measure.

Increases in safety will directly benefit the health and welfare of California residents by reducing workplace injuries and allowing workers to return home to their loved ones after work. The proposed regulation is not expected to affect the environment in any way.

**CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES**

In accordance with Government Code Section 11346.5(a)(13), the Board must determine that no reasonable alternative it considered to the regulation or that has otherwise been identified and brought to its attention would either be more effective in carrying out the purpose for which the action is proposed or would be as effective and less burdensome to affected private persons or would be more cost-effective to affected private persons and equally effective in implementing the statutory policy or other provision of law than the proposal described in this Notice.

The Board invites interested persons to present statements or arguments with respect to alternatives to the proposed regulations at the scheduled public hearing or during the written comment period.

**CONTACT PERSONS**

Inquiries regarding this proposed regulatory action may be directed to Marley Hart (Executive Officer) and the back-up contact person is Michael Manieri (Principal Safety Engineer) at the Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board, 2520 Venture Oaks Way, Suite 350, Sacramento, CA 95833; (916) 274-5721.

**AVAILABILITY OF STATEMENT OF REASONS, TEXT OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS AND RULEMAKING FILE**

The Board will have the entire rulemaking file, and all information that provides the basis for the proposed regulation available for inspection and copying throughout the rulemaking process at its office at the above address. As of the date this notice is published in the Notice Register, the rulemaking file consists of this notice, the proposed text of the regulations, the initial statement
of reasons and supporting documents. Copies may be obtained by contacting Ms. Hart or Mr. Manieri at the address or telephone number listed above.

**AVAILABILITY OF CHANGED OR MODIFIED TEXT**

After holding the hearing and considering all timely and relevant comments received, the Board may adopt the proposed regulations substantially as described in this notice. If the Board makes modifications which are sufficiently related to the originally proposed text, it will make the modified text (with the changes clearly indicated) available to the public at least 15 days before the Board adopts the regulations as revised. Please request copies of any modified regulations by contacting Ms. Hart or Mr. Manieri at the address or telephone number listed above. The Board will accept written comments on the modified regulations for at least 15 days after the date on which they are made available.

**AVAILABILITY OF THE FINAL STATEMENT OF REASONS**

Upon its completion, copies of the Final Statement of Reasons may be obtained by contacting Ms. Hart or Mr. Manieri at the address or telephone number listed above or via the internet.

**AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS ON THE INTERNET**

The Board will have rulemaking documents available for inspection throughout the rulemaking process on its web site. Copies of the text of the regulations in an underline/strikeout format, the Notice of Proposed action and the Initial Statement of Reasons can be accessed through the Standards Board’s website at [http://www.dir.ca.gov/oshsb](http://www.dir.ca.gov/oshsb).